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Reviewer's report:

Dear authors, the revised paper addresses all the reviewers' comments adequately. I found some typos that should be corrected: Line 170: our ours Line 175: patients' Line 197: the the impact of several hard-to-treat area involvement remaind apparent for many outcomes. delete one of the 'the' and correct to 'remained' Line 205: have beneficial effects depressive symptoms Line 211: limitations and strenghts warrants mentioning Line 243: available due national security requirements
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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